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Poplar Road:

- Upgrade 5,185 feet of pipe from a 2" PVC Water Main to an 8" DIP to increase flow, 2" is no longer adequate to meet demand.
- Supply Fire Protection to the residents in the area.
- Add appurtenances to increase performance and stability of water system.
- Upgrade from PVC to DIP to extend life of the Pipe.

Farmington Road/Sweetgrass Road:

- Increase water service to new customers.
- Supply Fire Protection to the residents in the area.
- Tie in loop to complete a run to eliminate dead end & increase integrity of the water system and increase overall distribution stability.
- Total length – 7,050 feet

Fox Trot Road/Tango Road:

- Tie in loop to complete a run to eliminate two dead ends. Section of town in high pressure zone. During peak demands pressure commonly falls below 30 psi.
- Total length – 950 feet